
Transfer wheel technology 
for the modern age

Bright white lines – straight 
as an arrow 

Lighter and easier to use

Tough, moulded plastic tank 

Unique tip tank feature

Patent Pending



	
	
	
	
	
	 	
	 	
	 	
	 	
	 	 	
	 	

The Briteliner Arrow 
is a completely redesigned 
and re-engineered transfer 
wheel line marker.  

Lighter, tougher, more accurate, easier 
to use, and  with a longer wheel base and 
lower centre of gravity to help ensure your lines 
are arrow straight time after time.

The Briteliner Arrow, with all its design innovations and improved 
materials, actually costs less than its predecessors.

BRITELINER Patent Pending



	
	
	
	
	
	 	
	 	
	 	
	 	
	 	 	
	 	

Improved straight line and circle marking. Longer 

wheel base (590 mm) provides better weight 

distribution to ensure the front wheel is solidly held 

on the surface  for greater stability and accuracy 

when marking straight lines.  In-built eyelet hook 

enables twine from a centre post to be attached  to 

the machine in exactly the right position. 

Central transfer wheel is spring-loaded and positively 

fixed to the machine to ensure the quality and 

consistency of the line on any grass surface.  It can be 

adjusted to achieve desired line definition and,  once 

set, will produce the same quality line every time 

it is used.  Transfer wheels are interchangeable to 

provide different line widths.

Streamlined tank  produced from super-tough  

moulded plastic.  Holds enough line marking liquid 

for three standard football pitches. 

Unique ‘tip tank’ facility allows any unused line 

marking liquid to be retained for future use.  There 

is no sump plug to remove and no need for the 

user to lift the machine to empty it. Line marking 

residues will not stick to the moulded plastic tank, 

eliminating  residue build-up. Where required the 

tank can be easily unclipped from the frame and 

washed.

Height adjustable handlebar with a detachable ‘cow 

horn’ bar to provide greater  control. Handle can be 

folded down for easier transportation and storage.

The reduced weight of the Briteliner Arrow (15kg 

compared to the 23.5kg of the earlier, all steel 

versions) means that it can be handled easily and 

safely by just one person, reducing manpower 

requirements and costs.

Quality build - designed by Supaturf technicians 

and  built in our own manufacturing facility in the UK, 

ensuring the highest quality standards and shortest 

delivery times.  A patent for the unique design is 

pending.

Transfer wheel technology for the modern age

Unique 

‘tip tank’ 

facility
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Supaturf marking liquids

Briteline and Briteline Plus, free 
flowing marking liquids specially 
developed by Supaturf for use 
with transfer wheel markers, are 
the ideal complement for the 
Arrow. Other Supaturf line marking 
liquids, including premium product 
SupaStadia AF, can also be used 
with the machine. Depending on 
application requirements.

Supaturf is a registered trademark of Vitax Limited

Spot brush 

For finishing lines and 
creating centre and 
penalty spots. Fits 
neatly in a drip filter 
over the tank.

Frame 

Constructed from triple 
coated steel tubes 
with no welding and 
no weak points that 
can corrode. Bumper 
bar at front end of the 
machine  protects the 
marking wheel. Tank is 
fully detachable.

Replacement parts

All parts of the new Briteliner Arrow are replaceable and Supaturf 
will carry a full inventory  of spares to ensure that your machine 
can be maintained in perfect condition throughout its long 
working life.


